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Abstract
Over 800 languages are spoken across West Africa. Despite the obvious diversity
among people who speak these languages, one language significantly unifies them
all - West African Pidgin English. There are at least 80 million speakers of West
African Pidgin English. However, there is no known natural language processing
(NLP) work on this language. In this work, we perform the first NLP work on the
most popular variant of the language, providing three major contributions. First,
the provision of a Pidgin corpus of over 56000 sentences, which is the largest we
know of. Secondly, the training of the first ever cross-lingual embedding between
Pidgin and English. This aligned embedding will be helpful in the performance
of various downstream tasks between English and Pidgin. Thirdly, the training of
an Unsupervised Neural Machine Translation model between Pidgin and English
which achieves BLEU scores of 7.93 from Pidgin to English, and 5.18 from En-
glish to Pidgin. In all, this work greatly reduces the barrier of entry for future NLP
works on West African Pidgin English.
1 Introduction
A lot of natural language processing (NLP) work has been done on the major languages in the
world. However, little to no work has been done on the over 1800 African languages. The little
work that has been done is on the major languages like Afrikaans, Zulu, Yoruba, Igbo, Hausa and
Swahili. Pidgin English is one of the the most widely spoken languages in West Africa with 75
million speakers estimated in Nigeria as at 2016, and over 5 million speakers estimated in Ghana.
The language originated from the Atlantic slave trade in the late 17th and 18th Centuries, where it
was used by British slave merchants to communicate with the local African traders. It then spread
across other West African regions because of its use as a trade language among regions who spoke
different languages [1]. Even though different countries have different variants of Pidgin English,
the language is fairly uniform across the continent. The variant of West African Pidgin English used
in this work is the Nigerian Pidgin English (hereafter referred to as Pidgin), which has the highest
population of speakers.
This research work is the first - that we know of - that tackles a West African Pidgin English NLP
problem.
In summary, this paper makes the following main contributions:
• We provide the first Pidgin corpus containing 56,695 sentences and 32,925 unique words.
• We train cross-lingual word vectors between Pidgin and English, achieving a translation
retrieval accuracy of of 0.1282 compared to the random baseline of 0.009.
• We train the first ever machine translation model between pidgin and English - an unsuper-
vised neural machine translation model - achieving a BLEU score of 7.93 from Pidgin to
English and 5.18 from English to Pidgin
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2 Related Work
West African and Nigerian Pidgin English: As stated earlier, there is no known NLP work on
Pidgin. However, there has been a lot of linguistic work on the language, such as understanding its
phonology and morphology [2]. Other works have studied Nigerian Pidgin, the most popular of all
West African Pidgin variants [3, 4]. Another interesting work is a comparison of the variants of West
African Pidgin English, which found that they are very similar [5].
Cross-Lingual Embedding: There have been many successful methods for learning distributed
representations of words [6,7,8], and these methods have greatly advanced NLP. However, these
methods can only be used to learn representations for one language. A lot of research has been
done on learning representations that can be used across multiple languages. One such method [9]
relied on the observation that continuous word embedding spaces possess similar properties across
languages. They then learn a linear mapping between from one language space to another using a
bilingual lexicon. Several other studies have further developed such supervised methods [10,11,12].
Some work has also been done on reducing the amount of supervision needed to learn cross-lingual
embedding [13, 14]. Another work has been done on learning purely unsupervised cross-lingual
embedding with unaligned monolingual corpora of each language. This method generates synthetic
bilingual dictionary between a source and target language after using adversarial training to learn
an initial mapping between both languages [14]. There are several other cross-lingual embedding
learning methods, and [16] does a good job of reviewing them.
Unsupervised Neural Machine Translation: The absence of parallel corpus for low-resourced
languages has led to a dearth of machine translation models for these languages. For many of these
languages, however, there exist monolingual corpus. Some works have been done on developing
unsupervised machine translation models that use only these monolingual corpus, starting with [17]
which treats non-parallel machine translation as a deciphering task. More recent works such as [18,
19, 20] have relied on three major principles - model initialization, language modelling and iterative
back-translation - and have been largely successful.
3 Study Methodology
3.1 Dataset
In many low-resourced languages, there exists, at least, a wikipedia corpus. However, this is not
the case for Pidgin English. The only available sources for large corpora for this language are news
websites.
We scraped a Pidgin news website [21] and obtained a corpus of 56695 sentences and 32925 unique
words. Below are two examples of sentences in the dataset:
1. dis one na one of di first songs wey commot dis year for nigeria but as dem release am,
yawa dey.
2. dem say na serious gbege if dem catch anybody with biabia for inside di campus.
In general, the corpus was very messy and a lot of cleaning had to be done.
3.2 Cross-lingual Embedding
We trained cross-lingual embedding via monolingual mapping - where a linear mapping is learned
between already trained monolingual word embedding [16]. We explored both supervised and unsu-
pervised mapping methods.
3.2.1 Pidgin Mono-lingual Embedding
No prior word embedding exits for Pidgin, so we had to train the very first one. To do this, we used
the Gensim library [22]. Given that Pidgin is a variant of English language and they share a lot of
common words, we initialized the Pidgin embedding with an embedding of English. Also, Pidgin is
a highly contextual language, so we needed to capture that in the word vectors. We initialized with
Glove vectors [6] which gives a global context to word vectors. The fine-tuning on the Pidgin corpus
was done with the continuous bag of words (CBOW) method [7] to give a more local context. The
intuition was that the final word vectors would be able to capture both global and local contexts.
We trained 300-dimension vectors for 5 epochs with 8 negative samples, a window size of 5 and a
batch size of 3000.
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3.2.2 English Mono-lingual Embedding
For this, we used pre-trained Glove vectors of dimension 300 [23].
3.2.3 Unsupervised Cross-lingual Embedding
For this, we used the MUSE library [24]. The method is based on [15] where a mapping is learned
from the source to target language vector space using adversarial training and repetitive Procrustes
refinement.
3.2.4 Supervised Cross-lingual Embedding
We explored two methods for learning supervised cross-lingual embedding. The first method was
with the MUSE Library, which is based on iterative Procrustes alignment [15]. The second method
was based on the retrieval criterion of [12], using the fastText alignment library [25].
In order to perform supervised alignment with these methods, we needed a bilingual dictionary with
pairs of word translations between Pidgin and English. We scraped an online dictionary [26] and
obtained 1097 word pairs. This dictionary was manually edited for errors and checked for translation
credibility.
3.3 Unsupervised Neural Machine Translation
The absence of a parallel corpus between at the start of this work meant we had to explore unsuper-
vised machine translation. Training was done following the unsupervised neural machine translation
model in [20] using the authors’ UnsupervisedMT library [27].
We used a Transformer [28] with 10 attention heads. There are 4 encoder and 4 decoder layers with
3 encoder and decoder layers shared across both languages. The optimizer used for both the encoder
and decoder is Adam [29] with a learning rate of 0.0003 and β1 = 0.5. The batch size is 16 and
we decode greedily. The discriminator used is a 3-layer feed-forward neural network with a hidden
layer dimension of 128. We train it with the rmsprop [30] optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0005.
At each training step, we perform the following:
1. Discriminator training where we train a small neural network to predict the language of
an encoded sentence. This ensures the decoder can translate regardless of the input source
language.
2. Denoising autoencoder training on each language (this is equivalent to training a language
model as the model learns useful patterns for reconstruction and becomes immune to noisy
input sentences). The encoder is trained to fool the discriminator such that latent represen-
tations of both source or target are indistinguishable.
3. On-the-fly back translation such that a given sentence is translated with the current transla-
tion model (encoder and decoder), and we then attempt to reconstruct it from the transla-
tion.
We trained for 8 epochs on a V100 (approximately 3 days). To select a model, we evaluated on a test
parallel set of 2101 sentences from the JW300 [31] dataset pre-processed by the Masakhane group
[32]. The model with the highest BLEU score [33] was selected as the best.
4 Results
4.1 Cross-lingual Embedding Task
We evaluate using a word retrieval task which considers the problem of retrieving the correct trans-
lation of given a source word. We select the model that produces the highest translation retrieval
precision (P@1) on a validation set of 108 word pairs. The baseline is the probability of randomly
selecting the right translation word from the validation set. Table 1 shows the comparison of meth-
ods.
4.2 Unsupervised Neural Machine Translation Task
After evaluating on the test set, the best model achieved a BLEU score of 7.93 from Pidgin to English
and a BLEU score of 5.18 from English to Pidgin. Table 2 and Table 3 below shows some translation
results by the model.
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Method Precision at 1
Random Selection Baseline 0.0093
Unsupervised Alignment [15] 0.0332
Supervised Procrustes Alignment [15] 0.0853
Supervised Alignment with a Retrieval Criterion [12] 0.1282
Table 1: Comparison of Methods for Cross-lingual Embedding Training
Source dem dey really make us strong .
Reference they are a real source of encouragement .
Model Translation he ’s really made us strong .
Source wetin we fit do to get better result when we dey preach for open place ?
Reference how can public witnessing prove to be effective ?
Model Translation what could we do to get better result when we preach in open place ?
Table 2: Model Translation Results from Pidgin to English
Pidgin to English:
English to Pidgin:
Source what are most people today not aware of ?
Reference wetin many people today no know ?
Model Translation wetin most people are today no dey aware of
Source one student began coming to the kingdom hall .
Reference one of my student come start to come kingdom hall .
Model Translation one student wey begin dey come di kingdom hall .
Table 3: Model Translation Results from English to Pidgin
5 Conclusion and Future Work
The importance of West African Pidgin cannot be overstated, and natural language processing work
on the language is bound to have an impact on tens of millions of people.
In this work, we have presented the first known NLP work on the language. We began by providing
the largest corpus of Pidgin that there is. We then trained the first ever Pidgin word vectors, aligning
these with English word vectors to create cross-lingual embedding. Finally, we trained the first
machine translation model with an unsupervised neural machine translation system. Future works
include using byte pair encoding [34], instead of word vectors, testing this model with parallel
data from other variants of West African Pidgin, qualitative evaluation with native speakers, and
obtaining a supervised baseline with the JW300 dataset.
The data, code and trained models have been made available
https://github.com/keleog/PidginUNMT. We hope this work spurs more natural language pro-
cessing research on African languages.
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